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Eastern State News
"Tell the Truth and Don"f I• Afraid"

·

EASTERN ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE, CHARLESTON, ILL.

Scholarship award

Phi Sigma Epsilon
cops scholastic cup

ANFINSON awards Dan Sherrick, Phi Sig president, the fall
term scholarship trophy. Dan Long, l.F.C. head looks on.
ing

dent counci l
·educes itself
Joday's meeting
ENT ASSOCIATION assem
' .which was held this morn
Old Aud, featured comedy
and musiclll talent by stu
and members of the Student
·
.ation.
·b Alexander;

president of
ciation, planned the meet
to �quaint Eastern students
the functions of the associa
and to instill spirit in the
1t body.

hers of
the
organization
were introduced at the as
ly are: Ken Ludwig-, vice
lent; Noel Boatz, group cotor; Lowell Boatz, elections
an; Winifred Sebright, sec-

; Audree McMillan,
social
Larry
Hart,
judicial
an;
Devore,
Rosemary
er; and Lyle Lloyd, fresh-

Registrar requests
'55 class to �heck list
ALL STUDENTS who expect to
graduate with the class of 1955
in June or August with the Bach
elor's degree, Master's degree, or
two year diploma are requested
by the Registrars to consult the
list posted outside the office.

If the graduate's name does not
appear on this list or if there are
any errors in majors or minors
or if the graduate wishes his name
printed on any diploma other than
appears on the list, he is request
ed to. notify the Registrar's office
at once.

. Barton to leave Eastern; accepts
ition in education conservation dept.
IYRON K. Barton, head of
reography

department

at

, will leave Charleston on
ry 1 for a new position as
·sor of conservation educa
·r the State of Illinois. He
1g granted a leave of ab
from Eastern
to
extend
·h August of 1956, subject
.cial Teachers College Board

·al.

Dr. Albert Brown, an assistant
professo·r in the Eastern geogra
phy department,
will
serve
as
acting head of
the
department
during Barton's absence.
Brown
will also direct the next two prai
rie State Field trips, conduc�d in
Angust of each year by the col
lege.
D1. Barton's first concern in the
(Continued on page

7)

ee hundred students to write
junior English exam tonight
J

R ENGLISH examination will be given on the second floor

1f Old Main tonight to all juniors and students who have not

usly passed the test. Passing of this test is a requirement of
liege for graduation.
pproximately 300 students will write on the examination
starts at 7 p.m. Tests will be administered in rooms 33, 34, 35,
37 and members of the
department will
be
in

examination is to be writ

a blue book which students

:ked to bring. Only other
that may be used are
, pens, and a dictionary.
test will consist: of the fqJ
two parts:
tudents will be required to
Jin outline for a theme.
Btudents will be required to
a 600 word theme· from· the

'1es

ide choice of topics, ranging
politics to religion, will be

so that all students will
'topic to their liking.
members of the English
ent will read and grade
taper and in case of doubt
.greement, a third member

of the department will read the
pa.per. Grading will be based on
structure,
se1.tence
grammar,
paragraph
construction, spelling·
and punctuation.
Failure to pass the examination
means that a student may take
l:is choice of being tutored· by an
·English teacher, enrolling in an
English cofnposition cours·e or tak
ing the test over again at a later
date.
Results of the examination will
be posted on the bulletin boards
in the hall of Old Main but the
final results will probably not be
known for about a week.
As in the past, those
themes
chosen by the English department
ac;· outstanding will . be published
Ly the New�•

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26,

Complete remodeling iob is planned
for lower floor; classrooms to move
LOWER FLOOR of Old Main is scheduled to get a face-lifting and
general remodeling in the near future, according to a statement
by Dr. Robert G. Buzzard, president of the college.
Plans now call for several changes in the placement of offices,
classrooms, and storage space. The math department will be moved
to the second floor of the main building and other classes will be

Creeks asked f�r pictures

GREEK
ORGANIZATIONS
are
requested to turn in their activ
it:r photographs immediately
to
the Warbler editors Patty Walker
and Jane Dasenbrock.

Kappa Sigma Kappa was third
with an average of 1.60 on its 19
members. Fourth in line was Sig
ma Tau Gamma averaging 1.63.
Sigma Pi ranked
next
with
a
group average of 1.43.

ahead
of
non-veterans
whose
grade point average is 1.34.
Highest grade point average i11
the statistics, which cover all East-·
em men, was 1.91 made by the ac
tives of Phi Sigma Epsilon.
Douglas hall' grade point group
average has not yet been comput
ed. Totals will be announced later.

Veterans and
fraternity
men
both placed
above
average
in
scholarship according to statistics
released by the dean of men's of
f:.ce. Total fraternity average of
1.62 has risen .23 above the all
men average of
1 . 39. J Veterans,
with an average of 1.62, pulled

Students to select campus leaders
ELECTION FOR campus leaders
·
will be held Thursday, February
10, according to ·erections ehair
man, Lowell 'Boatz.

the dean of women on or before
·
·
·
February 3.

if

Warbler staff will select a list
of approximately
60 names of
qualified juniors and . seniors and
place this list on the Student As
sociation bulletin 'board . before .
January 27.
Qualifying
juniors
and seniors whose names do not
appear on this list may be added
to the ballot by turning in a peti
tion of 20 names to the office of

nineties

I order to qualify for this elec
tion a student must hav·e a grade
point average of 1.0 since enrol
ment at Eastern and must have
grades of "C" or above in at least
tlm�e faculty sponsored organiza
tions.
Campus leaders will be the fif
teen students receiving the largest
number of votes. Freshmen will
not be eligible to vote in this elec
tion.

Play tickets are free

Nap gets 'shoe'
in 'werewolf' act
DOGS IN the gay

FREE TICKETS to "The Demagogue," an original play by E.

may

G.' Bormann, can be picked up in

have howled at the moon, but

Eastern's modern mut, Napoleon,
'
has found a new twist.

Four-thirty Thursday
morning
found the most noble hound giv
ing forth with copious howls at
the street light hanging on the
corner of Seventh and Lincoln.

Whether
the
early
morning
suenade was bemoaning Eastern's
Tuesday night loss to Western or
for plain self-satisfaction is not
known. But only when a ·sleepy�
eyed Sig Tau crawled from his
bunk and threatened
the
royal
hound, did Nap retreat and give
way to Thomas Edison's part of
the modern age.

1955

Plans show revamp
for Old Main ro·oms

PHI SIGMA Epsilon fraternity is
the winner of the Scholarship
Ti·ophy for the fall quarter, ac
ccrding to Dr. Rudolph D. Anfin
son, dean of men. Presentation of
the roving trophy was made last
week to Dan
Sherrick, Phi
Sig
president, by Dean Anfinson.
If
the trophy is won any two quar
ter during three consecutive quar
ters by any one house, it becomes
their permanent possession.
House avera,ge of 1.83, based on
a membership of 13 pledges and
34 actives, ranked the Phi Sigs.
first. Pledges averaged a slightly
lower rating of 1.63, while actives
hit a high 1.90.
Runner up was Tau Kappa Ep
silon with. a house average of 1.69
on a membership of 44, including
13 pledges.

·

man ·'Orientation. Dr. William
J.
Crane, director O·f student activi
ties, is adviser to the association.·
Student Association is the stu
dent governing body and members
are apportioned from the major
campus groups and unaffiliated
students.

�

·

/

the Public Relations office and
also at King's bookstore. The play
will be presented as
a
reading
January 26 and 27 at 8 p.m. in
the
Booth
library
auditorium.

relocated so that the entire first
floor will be used solely for ad
ministration.
Offices of Dr. Buzzard and Dr.
Hobart F. Heller, dean of instruc
tion, will remain in their present
location but will be remodeled, and
have reception rooms added to
them.

Text book library will be
moved across the hall to room
9 and 10 and the room vacated
by this move will be used as
a school ·supply storage space.
Dean of men and dean of women
offices, along witli
the
student
activities office, will be relocated
in the north west section of the
building in rooms 16 and 16. These
offices will also
have
reception
rooms added to them.

Public relations and alumni of
fice will also be moved across the
hall into room 12 and registrar's
office will occupy part of the space
vacated by public relations.
While
painting,
cleaning,
and general relocation of of
fices is tentatively planned,
these changes will involve few
major alterations in the gen
eral structure of
the
main
floor and remodeling is to be
confined to the inside of the
building and to' the first floor•

These changes will add. to
present storage space required
1ichool supplies and increase
amount of office space, which
be.en considered
inadequate
some time.

the
for

the

has
for

This will be the first major re
modeling of Old Main in about 16
years. At the time of the last
major revamping of the building,
many changes were made in the
location of the offices, notably in
those of· the dean of
men
and
women and the text book library.

Costu me winners

Five students hurt
in loca l.car wreck
FIVE EASTERN students were
hospitalized early last Thursday
morning when their car hit icy
pavement and slid into a pole on
South sixth street.

Injured students
were:
Gary
Gebhart, Decatur senior who in
jured his
knee;
Charles
Lowe,
Bridgeport _junior, suffered a brok
en nose; Bruce Pyatt, Vandalia
junior, head cuts and lacerations;
Woody Harris,
Robinson
fresh
man, fractured arm; and Del Bre
micker, Danville junior who suf
fered cuts and bruises.
Lowe and Bremicker were
re
leased from
the
hospital
after
ch�kups and treatment.

JOE WOLFE, president of the Players, hands costume awards to
,, Lois Highland and Charles Lowe at the Bowery Ball last Friday
night. The Ball featured five student acts including Jack Mulqueen's
puppet ensembl�.

'
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F"rom the desk

Ylednesday, Janua

Apropos ...
•

Ticket distribution method

.

Comedy of errors
nearly causes Aud
to write swan song

•

•

.

.

creates student confusion, apathy

LLECT butt
Mrs. Glen
science c
since 1939
s. Since l:l
not unusua l

by Audree McMillan

FOR A WHILE it looked as if this
would be my ·swan song column .
a la Clyde Nealy.
Ye Wise Guy editor
The lines at the ticket window during distribution hours reach
Borich and Garner
elephantine proportions and each student in ·line usually has sev
told me that due to
a make-up mixup
eral rec tickets to exchange for ducats which makes the line even
former sport's edit
longer than it appears.
or Wharton's pix
Many students a re shut out completely because of
would be adorning
lack of time to sta nd in line and the limited hours that the
this column.
ticket window is open. The booth is seldom open over two
Because of a huhours a day to serve almost 1600 students.
morous little harm
less joke I pulled on Borich last
With the present method of distribution students are unable
week, I knew that any "make
to sit next to their friends unless they stand in line with them or
up mix-up" would be coldly cal
turn their rec tickets over to the friend for presentation at the win·
culated. Therefore, I decideil that
dow .. The inconvenience is obvious.
if Borich wouldn't laugh off my
little pranks, he could find an
Enthusiasm at the games is drained when a student is sitting
other columnist. (He could and
with a person he does not know. The student can not share the
did, as it turned out.)
rapport that is necessary for enthusiastic team support when he is
However, Wharton's pix did not
grouped with strangers. A comparison may be drawn with the stu
grace this column so I'm back
dent pep section that was practiced two years ago where the stu
(again a la Nealy.) In retrospect
dents were admitted on their rec tickets to promote student dieer
I thought of some embarrassment
ing. This practice gave Lantz gym a vehement exhibition of team
Lyndon Wharton might have suf
support tha! will not be quickly forgotten.
fered had the comedy of errors
()('Curred. Sorority pledges would
But those days are gone; the "orderly, efficienr' me
be. lined up asking him to sign
thod of ticket distribution, as the present mode was por·
their pink and green black . books
ported to be, has sapped school spirit and has even denied
and my pledge daughter Marilyn
students the right of seeing games in many cases.
Hutchcraft would have a new
"mother."
Let's forget this �'efficiency" at basketball games and admit
The thing that really shakes
the students on rec tickets only. The gym wou,ld fill up faster, stu
me about the whole deal is
dents would come in enthusiastic groups and more students would
that Jim Garner sat bigger
attend the games. Student seats would be put back on a first come
than life in the Campus and
-first serve basis and thus minimize strained feelings that may·
gave me his Boy Scout honor
arise over the location ,of seats. If the student did not arriv� at the
that this pix-mix really did
game in time to obtain a good seat, then he would be the first to
occur. I guess he knows what
admit that it was his fault. However, with the present method the
will happen if the Boy Scouts
of America hear about this.
student tends to blame his poor seats, with accusations of favori
Speaking of column writing altism, on the ticket distributer.
.
ways reminds me of columnists a
We wonder why the present ducat method is used; if it is for
thought association that would be
income tax reasons then it would be just as easy to pass out stubs
extremely difficult to trace I'm
to each student admitted with a rec ticket. let's be fair to the stu
sure. Anyway, I asked Lucille
dents and oust this ridiculous "efficiency." Moreover, let's remember
Bartimus recently what the word
basketball at Eastern is a student right not a privilege.
from Virginia Carwell was. Vir
ginia's working on her Master's
'
degree at Northwestern you may
remember, if you aren't a fresh
man.
IX:ar Editor:
with the right to appeal to the
Anyway it seems V.C. is up to
The editor's .note on the bottom wen's athletic board, Student As·
her old tricks-she made all A's,
sociation and the President of the
oi my letter last week certainly
first whack at it.Last year I had
college. This council, I feel, would
emphasized the fact that where
quite a time cajoling V.C.into con
bi> fair to all, and everyone would tinuing her really worthwhile col
criticism has destroyed, something
·
have ·equal representation in the
new must take its place. With this
umn. She pleaded "no time" and
intramural program.
in mind I now and in· subsequent
now I see what she meant.
letters will rebuild that which has
In addition to the usual senior
Sincerely,
been destroyed by my criticism.
difficuties , namely "Senioritis," I
Herb Allenxander
The basic conflict, and this will
lost my little blue "idea" notebook
P. S. In my next letter I will
be, argued pro and con on both
which was worth five cents. The
Greek
of
problem
the
discuss
sides, is who shall have the greater
notebook was worth a nickel; I
pledges in the intramural pro
voice in determining the intra
don't place that high a value on
gr_am.
mural program; Greeks or non
my ideas. However, I did have
Greeks. There are arguments, and
some ideas for future columns in
Editor, Eastern State News
valid ones, for both points of view.
it
The Greeks are organized and sup
Dear Editor,
Our newcomer to this page,
ply the greater number to the all
Sam Clemens, began writh,1.g
So Eastern won the good sports
year program. The non-Greeks manship award for 1953-54
his column at the same time I
In
r£present the gq-eater number of
lost this valuable notebook.
view of the fans' conduct last
male students on campus but not
Because of this unfortunate
Tuesday night at our game with
ti1e greater number of participat
timing I read his first attempt
Western, they aren't likely to win
ing male students.
at column writing with deep
it for 1954-55. Maybe our sp<>rts
My point of' view is .equally for
suspicion. Howevter, I could
manship is good only when we're
both Greeks and non-Greeks, and
find npne of my future ideas
on the winning end of the score
· in the column.
I use the word non-Greek because
Please don't misunderstand me
I am at a loss for a better term.
·Since I am extremely sorry tO
-I'm a student here and a most
The first place for this equality
have had al_ly suspicions, I would
enthusiastic basketball fan, but
is the intramural council. In my
I'm not loyal to the extent that like to say that I am very pleased
council could
.
opinion a better
to be writing on the same page
I'm blinded to the fact that East
evolve from th e present one if
ern players do commit fouls; the w!th a famous name like Jim
the representation were different.
referees, naturally, call them. Oh, Kirtland. However, I can see no
My council would consist of:
reason for his assuming the un
I don't always agree with the of
1.
Representative,
Greek
A
ficials' ·decisions, but they "mis known name of Sam Clemens.
cl?osen by the inter-fraternity
Since original ideas are rare I
call" jwit as many for the oppon
counc'il.
feel it is my duty to record one
ents as we would probably see if
such idea recently voiced by a co
2. A non-Greek representati...e,
we were fans ftom the opposing
ed well known on campus. This
chosen at a meeting, during the school.
young woman suggests that co-eds
fi?'l1t three weeks of school, be
As a whole, Eastern sportsman
tween the Independent Union and
�d a place all their own in which
ship has been exceptionally good
to relax at' tlie end of a nerve
other independent teams entering
during my two years here-let's
wracking day. She further sug
in the all-sports trophy league.
keep it that way and when the
gests this place be called "The
3. An impartial student, and
visiting cheerleaders get out on
Back." For reasons of modesty
'there are many on campus, from
th£ floor to lead a yell or when
she prefers to remain anonymous
the Student Association.
we disagree with an official deci
and thus unhonored for her time
4. A faculty member from the
slon, let's take one look at that
ly and practical suggestion.
IT'en's athlet�c department. (The
red sportsmanship award and
department
music
Our
director of ihtramurals would be
kf:ep our mouths shut with the
might be pleased, not to men
the proper person)
hope that we might win another
tion surprised, to know that
5. A faculty member ·from out
one sometime.
their subject was. incorporated
side the men's athletic department
A disappointed basketball fan
into the lectures of two fa
with no connection with any of
culty members of, hold your
the groups participating in the
ED]TOR'S NOTE: The student
beanies, the social science de
intramural program. He would be
spirit and enthusiasm displayed
partment. Now I am not im
chosen by the faculty committee
at the Western game was a joy
plying that the social science
that appoints members to the stuto see. If that was unsportsman
department has an aversion to
dtnt-faculty boards.
like conduct, as far as we're con
music; in fact, I believe that
All members would be voting
cerned the IIAC can have the banone especially has a fine rec
members and· all legislation would
ner back; we'll take the spirit.
ord collection.
be paS1!ed by a simple majority
W ITHOUT A doubt the system presently used in distributing student
basketball tickets is causing confusion before the games and
student apathy during the games.

Readers' opinions

•

·

·

leymour'E

by colle1
"on since
in any pa 1
ur's favor
as·s buttom
t numbe
s won SE
on to thes
llection of
'Which are e:
an a.ttrac ti
leymour
i
a which

Here now .

Press carries
to students cha

Corn silks become
a world, problem

(ACP)-When the power
on the second floor of th
dent union at Augustana co
Rock Island, the Weekly 0
st�ff chased students fro
downstairs bridge. games and
up shop in the lounge. The
d�nts conceded and the prea&
tinued.

by Jim Kirtland
NEWS FLASHDepart"The M assachusetts
ment of Agriculture says there
!Ire about 180 feet ·of silk on an ear
of corn--or about 300 miles per
a<'re of corn."
·

Now with this i11 mind it seems
a bit silly to lay all the corn silks
now growing in New England end
to end, but if you do-the depart
ment says-they'd make a cord
n�a:rly eight million miles long.
The only consequence that would
ao:ise out of this feat would be an
acute epidemic of tobacco poison
ing in th'e 7th and 8th grades in
the New England area.But just a
moment; there is more. "That cord
would be long enough to encircle
the earth at the equator more than
. 250 times."
Right away we see that the dia
meter of the earth at the equator
is around eight million divided
by 250. Which is about all I get
out of this particular news flash.
So the first 25 people sending ·
me their reasons why they get

more out of it, will
letters.
This reminds me of that
known Ripley's Believe It or
That is if all. the people in
were to walk six abreast p
given point, that it would
terribly crowde_d sidewalkl)
that's not right, that it
create a never ending line
they would reproduce faster
t!ley could file past the
point, which is a pretty g
in· itself. But that's China
you.
Wonder what ever happe
Al Smith?
Why do we lock the women
10:30, to keep them from na
iness? If they were of a m·
they could start long before
We are sorry to say that
only letter that we received
last week's contest was f
frustrated accounting student
sent us his reversing entrt
wanted to call the column
Here.
By the way, a friend of
wanted me to mention his
in this week's column so herf
is; Dwight Eisenhower.
Our .Health Hint of this
If you have seen a pie
Venus de Milo - well that's
h&ppens when you bite your
•

However, I do think it is a bit
unusual for a social science in
structor to sing· to his classes.This
phenomena has occurred twice
during my stay at Eastern. The
fipt time my class was sung to
was four years ago. The soloist
was Dr. D. R. Alter.
Then to prove that life is a cir
cle, my four years have been
·rounded out with another .solo, this
time by Dr. Baritone Wood.
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Seymour's button collection·
tes back to Revolutionary war

rs.

by Darlene Gunn

IOLLECT

buttons for the fun I gain in learning about them," says
Mrs. Glen Seymour, wife of Dr. Glen Seymour, of Eastern's
'al science department. Mrs. Seymour has been collecting but
since 1939, when she started her collection with a few glass
ins, Since both Dr. and Mrs. Seymour are interested in buttons,
not unusual that they should have a large and varie'd selection.

Seymour's have what'. is
1ed by collectors ·as a general
jon since they do not spec
in any particular type. Mrs.
1our's favorites, however, are
"1ass buttons of which she has
·eat number and with which
has won several prizes.
In
"1tion to these, she is fond of
li>llection of black rub}>er but'Which are easier to collect and
an at
. tractive display.
1e

_

the National Button Society which
was organized in 1939.
Mrs. Seymour exhibited her
buttons for the first time in
Chicago in
1951.
She
was
awarded a first prize there for
one of her trays
and
since
then has been quite success
ful. More recently at the na
tional . show in
Detroit in
October, 1954, she was award
ed seven ribbons.

. Seymour prefers the weskit
ns which are small
in size
liave unusual designs pictured
1em. At present, he is working .
•ne ction of historical buttons
1ich are depicted famous his
figures.

Mrs. Seymour says that button
collecting is fast becoming a high
ranking hobby and rates among
the top-ten hobbies. There are 1600
members of the National Button
S<;ciety, but there are probably
many
collectors
who
are
not
members of this organization.

ia,ccording

to Mrs. Seymour,
buttons are fashioned of
1ny
different
materials,
,e of which are glass, plas
rubber, and even horns
hooves of animals. She is
.ble to place a value on her
lection largely due to not·
1wing how many buttons
has in her collection, and
ice certain types of buttons
·e a greater value than
1er s.

power
loor of the
11stana colletA!
Weekly Obs e
,ents from.
, games and
.ounge. The
1d the press
�

Rommel speaks to ,
Wesley Fellowship
"EUROPEAN CHURCHES"
mel

at

the

Wesley

Fellowship

meeting 6:30 p.m. Sunday at the
Methodist church in keeping with
the month's theme, "Outreach of
the Church." Dr.
Rommel,
who
has traveled extensively in Eu
rope, told of churches in the vari
ous countries.

Exchange aesk

Illinois Methodist Student Move
ment conference will be held Feb
ruary 18-20 at the University of.
Illinois. The conference theme will
be "Facing Our Responsibility as
C11ristians." Guest speaker Roger
Ortmayer, editor of Motive, will
speak on that topic. Several East
ern students plan to attend this
conference.

. . .

College paper lists
5 roads leading to
'
student popularity
by Lyndon Wharton
FROM THE

colleges

which

are

so unfortunate as to have se
mester ex.ams next week come sug
gestions on how to do the impos
sible, · pass exams after loafing a
semester.
The Vidette, Illinois State Nor
mal, suggests that studying for
finals should be done the same
place as it was originally done,
such as movies and local night
spots. Of course it always helps
if you made advance preparations
for exams by cutting as many
classes as · possible.
Blackburn' s· paper, the
Black
brunian, reports everyone is burn
ing, the midnight oil and taking
nodoze. The
inquiring
reporter,
asking if they should have an
honor system on exams, instead
got a suggestion · that finals be
omitted.
The purpose of all this is to
prove how fortunate we are to be
Eastern students. All we have to
worry about is six weeks exams
coming this week, when everyone
else is home for a week between
semesters.
Oklahoma City university has a
remarkable young mascot, Salome.
Salome is reportedly a very proper
little shunk. By walking up to a
group· of campus newcomers,' the
small de-odorized pet can cause
quite a bit of hysteria.
From
one
of
our exchange
papers comes the following rules
for being popular in college:
1. Own a convertible.

. The Fellowship
presents
the
monthly topics by means of films,
speakers, and discussions.

fwi

ever

was

the topic discussed by Dr. Rom

oldest button in the Sey
collection
was
probably
before
the
Revolutionary
. Others date from then until
tresent time. Another inter11 phase of the hobby is that
�ttons originate from many
1t countries including Mextzerland, and India.
1. Seymour
trades
buttons
other people who collect them
aend for them on . approval, .
as one does in stamp collect-·
She is a member of a local
of collectors-Eastern IlliIButton
Clu�which
com
an area around Charleston,
ling Windsor, Bethany, and
•n. She is also a member of

will

'ft,_.

. 1955

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Have a pleasing personality.
Own a convertible.
Own. a convertible.
Have good character traits.
Own a convertible.

(Note: If the convertible is a
195 5 pink Cadillac, omit rules two
·
and five.)
THE AMERICAN Chemical
So
ciety will hold its regiilar meet
iflg at 7 :30 p.m. tonight in S402.

Arlington high sets
student aid plan

Salukis take steps
for student union

EASTERN STUDENTS who graduat.ed
from
the
Arlington
Heights high school are now eli
gible to receive a scholarship, ac
cording to Miss Helen Peterson,
secretary of the scholarship com
mittee of the high school.

STUDENTS AT Southern Illinois
university moved one step near
er a desired student union last
week with the announcement by
the university's board of trustees
that proceeds from
all vending
machines on campus would go into
the newly created student union
building fund.

In 'a recent letter to Dr. Eliza
beth K. Lawson, dean of women,
Miss Peterson stated that a schol
arship worth about 110 dollars,
hr.s been established in honor of
the
former
superintendent
at
Arlington Heights, Mr. Leroy J.
Knoeppel.

Southern's student council had
recommended this action despite
vehement protest
from
several
campus groups. Leading the oppo
sition were the student resident
hulls which depend on the machine
proceeds for all of their J recrea
tional· income. ·

This scholarship will be pre
sented to a college upperclassman
enrolled in teacher training, and
who is an alumnus of Arlington
Heights high sehool.
The scho
ship will be awarded
on the ba s of character, interest
and apparent abilitY in the teach
ing field, and need. Presentation
of this award will be made to a
'freshman, sophomore, or junior
at the end of this school year. ·
Applications may be obtained
from the Arlington Heights high
school and must be returned there
by March 1.

They argued that they favored
student union, but did not think
that they should have to give up
proceeds from the machines while
other campus groups
were
not
supporting the drive. They also
argued that the ruling would im
pose a financial burden on the
halls and that dormitory activities
would have to be curtailed and in
mu.ny
instances
stopped
alto
gether.
3

lar
st

APO plans second·
smoker of season
PLANS ARE now being made for
the second smoker of the year
of Alpha Phi Omega, National
Service fraternity. The date has
been set for February 10 at 7
p.m. in the library lounge.
The entrance requirements for
membership in' Alpha Phi Omega
are a C average for the fall quar
ter and proof of membership in
The Boy Sc9uts of America. Con
tact any APO member or Ron
Neupert, 2585, for further nfor
mation.
Alpha
Phi
Omega's
purpose
here on campus is that of service
to the school; faculty
and
stu
drnts; and to the community and
nation.
Delta Psi chapter . -Of Eastern
has been on campus for eight
years.. APO has at present, 287
chapters all over the U. S. and
internationally.

.t

_,

Several
months
ago the
drive for the new building was
started
when
the
students
voted to increase student acti
vity fees with the increase to
to go into a fund for a new
. student union to be owned and
operated
by. the
students.
Since that time the fund has
grown and recently a contract
, for plans for the new building
was awarded to
a
Chicago
fi rm.
Southern's present union was
built in 1953
as
a
temporary
structure with facilities to handle
1500 students a day. According to
the Southern student council, now
more than 4000 students make use
nf the building every day.

APO to continue record
dances on Ferbruay 12
ALPHA PHI
Omega,
National
Semce fraternity, will sponsor
llnother record dance on February
12 after the game. It will be held
from 9 :30 to 11 :30 p .m. in Old
Aud. Refreshments will be served:
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the filter cigarette that really tastes lik' a cigarette!

B ob Bo:

�--�----

Don W

�---- ---

Jim G a

•No wonder Winston's so popular with
college smokers! It's got real flavor-full,
rich :Ba vor you'll really enjoy. Winston
tastes good-like a ci are
should I
Along with finer :flavor, Winston also
brings you a finer filter. The exclusive

g

:-------- Joe 0
·------

Alan La :

�uss, Jean D . D e
arris, Carol Wi
Kougeoeu res, J
. Hartweger,

Ierron.

,

A1

.·

tte

·

Winston filter works so effectively, yet
doesn't "thin" the taste or :Batten the
iavor. Winston lets you draw smoothly,
easily-there's no effort to puff!
Try Winston, the filter cigarette that
tastes good-like a cigarette should!

. S� WINSTON t,k��-dn!MiMq iiflWr. �tAAPite.l

B. I. llQDolcle 1'>boc.. Co., Wlmtoa-1111-, N. 0.
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Where'd he go?

Win-hungry Panthers wait for Huskies;
need victory to stay ·in Conferenee race
Four game losing.streak stopped
by. win over Indiana Central Sat.
EASTERN PLAYS host to the Northern Huskies this Friday night and
hope to break back into the win column in l lAC play. The
1
Huskies are coached by former Panther coach, Bill Healey.
Northern hasn't, fared too well in conferente games as they
now stand with a 2-:l record. One win was. a
11 1- 109 wide
open battle with No�mal. Western has dumped them twice, both
times by large margins.

Bobby Jackson, the DuSable high
'
hotshot of a year ago, leads the
team with a 16 point average. All
I!AC Norm Goldman is back again
and is sporting a 14 plus average.
The team is green, however, and
hasn't been too impressive so
far.
On Saturday night the Panthers
broke a four game losing streak
by downing a stubborn
Indiana
Central five, 66-64.
·

Dean Brauer returned
to
the
lineup again and poured
in
18
•points to lead
the
Careymen.
Robertson of
Central
led
both
teams with 22.
Eastern had led 59-45 with
11 minutes left, but a Central
rally cut it down
to
66-61
with 2 :20
remaining.
The
Panthers h�ld on and held Cen
tral to three points the rest
of the �ay to wrap up the
game.

ference loss, all at home, and
Western's fourth straight win.
The rest of the scoring went:
Brauer 12, Kenny, 10, Gosnell, 11,
K. Ludwig, 10, Claussen, 8, Foran,
7, L. Ludwig, 6, Hartweger and
Porter, 2, and Hise, 5..
Indiana State traveled here
on Thursday night and hand
ed
Eastern · their
fourth
straight loss, 93-81. Lee led
his team with 22 points plus
a wonderful job of rebound
ing on defense. Gosnell enjoy
ed his best night of college
ball by dumping through 26
points on nine field goals and
eight free throws. Twenty of
these points came in the sec
ond half on two hand jumps
from about 10 feet out.

Eastern was ahead 17-16 at the
10 minute mark, but the Syca
steadily
mores caught up
and

Ken Ludwig had 12 points, Rad
loff and Gosnell both hit 10,
Kenny got 8, Lloyd Ludwig pump
ed· in 6, and Claussen hit 2 for the
Panthers.

In Tuesday, January is, West
ern Illinois ran their season's rec01 d to 13-1 with a 102-86 victory
over the Panthers.
The Leathernecks
shot
a
terrific .590 from the field on
36 fielders out of 61
shots..
Eastern had .413 on 33 out of
80. Big Chuck
Schram
and
Marsh Stoner led
Western
with · 22 points each. Radloff
led the Panthers with 13.
This was Eastern's third con-

(Continued on page 7)

Side-shots . .
•

Team
Westem Illinois
Southern Illinois
Michigan Normal
Eastern Illinois
Central Michigan
Northern Illinois
Illinois Normal

Won

4
4

3
2
2
2
0

Lost
1.
1
,3
3
3
3

The Jayvees hit their highest
number of points against Utter
back business college when they
defeated them 141 to 103. This
brought their season record to
f�ur victories against one defeat.
There are four more games re
maining on the "B" team sched- ·

ule. The Panthers will travel to
Millikin and Southern to finish
out their road schedule, and will
meet Millikin
and
Norma.I
at
home.
The members of this years "B"
squad are:
Millhilland,
Storm,
Moomey, Mo11ge, Perry, and Heise.
Murphy, Wolf, Phipps, Frailey,
Porter, Murrey, Cornell, and Len-1
ti.
Coach Darling summed up his
t�am by saying, "These men have
showed much hustle, team spirit,
and improvement as the season
has progressed."

that every team in the loop will
be

gunning

you

noticed

for the Panthers.' If
how
the· Michigan

teams and Western reacted when
that final gun went off, you can
see what we mean. Revenge is
sweet but they've all got a lot of
catching up to do.
This IIAC is about one of the
most unpredictable leagues you'll
ever see. Maybe Western will go
straight through and finally take
it away from the Panthers. Don't
bet
your
last
Wilkie
button,
though.
Interesting side
note
on
the
four losses shows that the Pan
thers were only outshot from the
field by four buckets. The free
throw line
showed
a
different
story, however, as we hit 91 in the
fom- games compared to 117 the
01>ponents garnered. Doesn't prove
l\
thing except the other teams
didn't kill us from the floor.

"I WAS A BLACKMARKET
I.

COED!"

SHAFT COLLEGE HUMOR

DIAMONDS - WATCHES
RINGS - SILVERWARE
FOUNTAIN PENS-BILL FOLDS

Get It at

King's Bookstore Today

F R 0 M M E L H A R D W A.R E

p

Gifts

want a Haircut to Suit YOU

Paints

Cutlery

come to

Glass

Eledrical Supplies

you

HENDERSON SHOP
4th & Lincoln

General Hardware
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

KEN LUDWIG slips by Schramm of Western on
score. Eastern was defeated 102-86.

Panther statistics
Games

Dean Brauer
Bob Gosnell
Ken Ludwig
Jack Kenny
Ron Claussen
Kerm Radloff
Lloyd Ludwig
Jerry Porter
Jim Foran
Ed Hartweger
Jerry Hise
Others

7
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
7
2

Team Totals:

10

FG

FT

60
50
52
51
27
30
16
5
8
5
2
0
306

26
50
45
24
44
30
8
3
3
0
1
3
237

.TP

146
150
149
126
98
90
40.
13
19
10
5
3
849
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Tinkley Bell Music and Stationery Shop
Long Play 33's

R. C.A.

A

Extended Play 45's

Latest piano and vocal albums
Instrumental supplie*
Our stationery shop complete with Gift Items,
paper, lovely Heirloom Greeting Cards, School Supplies.
ACROSS FROM DOUGLAS HAU

PHONE 1545

STUDENTS.
If you are interested in a fine

Phonograph

January

Leather Goods Re air
Appliances

Appointments - When

ba

Read Her Own True Story!

Snyder's Jewelry Store.

Housewares

e top

c Pi's ou·

Player

IF ANYONE should happen to have a copy of Leo Durocher's best
seller, The Miracle of Coogan's Bluff, would he please send
it to Coach Carey.
The last two weeks probably were the worst weeks Carey has
suffered in many moons. Three straight conference losses at home
pushed the Panther's record down to two wins and three losses.

4

d was .
possible

COACH REX Darling's
1954-55
"B" squad .is perhaps, the big
gest scoring aggregation ever to
perform in Lantz gym. The "Cubs"
have averaged an astounding 99
points a game this season.
There has not been a regular
first five this season. Coach Darl
il&g has employed a platoon system
with remarkable results.

by Jli:n Garner

Grapplers to meet
Northern on Sat.

llAC standings

'B' squad rips nets
at 99 point average

.

A miracle is just about .needed
if we still win the conference.
Three losses doesn't
necessarily
krock a team out of the race,
·
but these losses were all on the
home floor which means a great
deal more than a road loss.
As it stands now, we would have
to win all our remaining games
in the IIAC and hope someone can
EASTERN'S WRESTLING team
bump Western at
least
twice.
will meet the Northern Huskies
From what
they
showed
last
on Saturday in their first home
Tuesday, that won't be an easy·
match this year.
task, either.
IIAC
heavyweight
champion,
Stix Morley shouldn't be having
Ray Fisher, will sit out the North
too many restless night with that
ern match while his freshman un
fine bunch of underclassmen put
der-study Dave
Decker
tangles
ting out for him. Schramm and
with the Huskies 'heavy' in what . co. did everything but steal the
nets against the Panthers. and we
may be termed �he main event of
the afternoon.
can't even hope that graduation
Decker, the Champaign
giant,
will get some of them. They will
ha:s been impressive
throughout
r.ll be back next season!
pre-season drills and will be get
The Panthers get a wE\ek's rest
ting his first conference start this
in order to get ready for Healey's
year.
Huskies who will be here Friday
Returning lettermen
scheduled
night. We think with a little rest
1;(, wrestle Saturday. will include:
tire team should be back in good
John Rhyne, 137 pound class, John
shape. Those two Michigan games
O'Dell, 147, Roy Hatfield, 177,
and
were plenty rough and with only
·
Chuck Smith, 191.
one day off between ·those· and the
Only Maynard Laub, 130 pound
Western hassle, the
squad
was
freshman and Dick Adams, 167
pretty well pooped.
pounder, will be making their ini
After winning
six
conference
tial appearance for Coach "Hop"
titles in a row, it is only natural
Pinther.
, Eastern will not enter men in
the 115 or 123 pound brackets.

even con·
Wednes
aues. Th

PHONE 492

for your room, stop in at ...

MYERS STUDIO
and
CAMERA SHOP
We are reducing.our stock of Webcor EquiJ>1
ment by offering top bargains. (as low as
•

Stop in today!

$19.95}

Your choice
tans. io co
Scottish cot
lo conon.""
Poot spuo
apDOwl

$1

Lin

ay, January 26, 1 955
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Panther Portraits .

Reserve power

ltttle Tots' rack up 1 21 points;
Taus rap Phi Sigs in 'crucia.1'

Rad I off proves handy in 'clutch';
gets off bench to boost Panthers

Tb two varsity games last week, the intramural -basket�ll
program was halted from their full weeks schedule playing
JAonday and Wednesday nights.
flev en contests were played, six coming on· Monday night and
on Wednesday. Games were played only in the class "A" and
gaues. The Pem hall gym, where all the "C" and "D" games
ayed was in use, thus mak
fmpossible for lower league

class "A" Monday night,
'Pa Sig!! handed Hernando
way
a
60-27
setback.
a.ce topped the scoring for ·
winners with 27 points.
was top man for the
ndo Hideway with six
·kers. •
!pendent Union had their
full when they edged out
mons 50-49 in a hard fought
. Although Cruthis was on
ing team he topped the
for the game with 15 tal
IJorey
boosted Independent
with his 12 points and the
the top battle of the night
ig Pi's outscored the Tekes
in the final (game in league
t Monday night. Kniceley
uoring attack for the Sig
Uecting 21
points
while
skas poured
through
15
losers.
the two games played
Wednesday night in lea"A" the Sig TauS' defeat
e Phi Sigs 65-53 and the
"s stopped the Ko-op · 59strong Sig Tau fi e pull
t in front in the opening
.tes of the game and were
'r threatened again thro1ut the game. Murray scor.9 points for the winners
was ou
c red
by
Par
'er of the Phi Sig's who
23 points.
.on and Paddock scored 16
points respectively for the
in
their victory
while
hit 14 for the Ko-op. The
Ko-op game rounded out
y in league "A" for last

by Rusty H e
IT TAKES a man with a strong

will to come cold off the bench
and step into the . huge vacated
shoes
of
high-scoring
Dean
Brauer.
Kerm Radloff has found the job.
big and the worWng conditions
tough, but his honel.'t efforts have
begun paying dividends in the last
few games.
Against the smooth West
crn
Leathernecks,
·
Kerm
jumped off the bench and hit
13 poi ts in three quarters
to keep the Panther's
faint
hopes a.live.
Before the Western fracas the
Strasburg senior had an average
of 14.4 points a game in four IIAC
contests.
His scoring weapons· are many,
including a dangerous jump shot,
drive-ins, and set shots.
Radloff came to Coach Bob
Carey last season after a two
year m ilitary hitch. It took
the 11ix foot guard one season
to work his way to sixth man
on the Panther five.

Boran and Ditman tied for
scoring honors in
the War
riors·C B's tilt, but the C B's
were edged 54-53 by the Warriors

.

The Fossils found the Grads a
h;gh-scoring quintet
when
they
scored 65 points while the Fossils
were picking up 33 markers. Soer
gel led the Grads with 32 points
and Pinther topped the Fo11sils
scoring depru-tment with 12 points.

n

Campus Capers scored
a
win
over the Hornets 62-51 with John
son of the Capers and Gossels pf
the Hornets tying for top honors
�vith 19 apiece.
Another close
affair
was
recorded when
the
Mouses
edged the Seagrams
49-4 7.
Sprosten topped the scoring
with 22 points while Jenkins
of the S�grams ·scored 16.
In the final game of play the
Redskins handed the Whirlwinds
a 66-35 defeat. Carnes sc ored 19
tallies for the winners and Towns
ley dropped in 14 for the Whirl
winds.

KERM RADLOFF $hows off his
favorite jump shot for camera.

Applying the old baseball ad
dage, "If you can't beat 'em, join
'em," Radloff transferred to East
ern after devoting his first two

rro

n

hardwood seasons
to
arch-rival
Millikin.
While at Millikin, the hustling
cager witnessed several Big Blue
drubbings at the hands
of
the
Panthers.
After his two years of mili
tary
service
had
expired,
Kerm decided to try Eastern
where his
mother,
brother,
and two sisters had attended
before him.
Stepping into positions left open
by high-scoring stars is nothing
new for the sandy-haired cager.
While at Millikin he filled in for
an injured Scotty Steagall against
Katsimpalis -led Eastern and wit
nessed a near upset when the
Panthers squeezed a
one
point
victory over their rivals.
At
Strasburg
where
he
prepped
Kerm
set
nearly
every scoring record possible.
Among honors held by the serious senior was the most points
scored over a four year period,
and in 1948 Radloff maintained
a
2 1 point a game average to
b1·eak the single year scoring hon
ors.
Kerm, a physical education ma

,

( Continued on page 7 )
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JGLAS HALL

THEY'RE CLAMORI N G FOR THEMI Who? Students. What? Luckies� Coast to
coast, dormitory to dormitory, college smokers prefer Luckies to all other
ey. Again, the
brands, according to the greatest up-to-datest college
No. 1 reason for Luckies' wide lead : Luckies taste better. They taste better,
first of all, because Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco is
t;oas-ted, to taste better. ''It's Toasted'' -the famous Lucky Strike process
tones up Luckies' mild, good-tasting tobacco to make it taste even better.
So enjoy the better-tasting cigaPette . . . Lucky Strike. But don't be like
the man in the Droodle above, titled: Pickpocket acquiring Luckies. Make
sure you have plenty of your own. Buy Luckies by the carton.

surv

FOOTBALL STADIUM WITH ALL HATS
ON 50-YARO LINI

Herbert V. Wilkins
Uniue,.,,ity of Alabama

��
STU DE N TS !
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Lucky Droodies* are pouring i n !
Where are yours? We pay $25 for all
we use, and for many we don't use.
So send every original Droodle in your
noodle, with its descriptive title, to
Lucky Droodle, P. 0. Box 67, New
York 46, N. Y.

tar•

choice of plaids and
io colors as rich as a
ish countryside. Available
,non. wool or genuine Du

spuo oylon.

llOW!

$1 .00

•DROODLES, Copyright

Bener stock

pr.

inder's

. ff

EA R N $2 5 !

1953

Ill

by &ger Price

COWARDLY TINNIS RACQUET (NO GUTS)

BetteJt taste kckle� ...
LUCKIES TASTE BEllER0 A. T. Co.

P R O D U C T OF
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HIGHWAY roa GRAllHO......

B. D. T
oepfer
Uni1111rsity of Ongon

Barbara S
prung
Brooklyn Coll.ege
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S�OOTH ER !
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Ready to tum ble

Gym team opens third season;
plan exhibition tour this spring
TWENTY-ONE persons are working out with the Ea.stern gym
nastics and tumbling team which
is scheduled to open its third sea
son of exhibitions and intercolle
giate competition March 16.
The 1955 Panther gymnastics
squad, coached by Dr. William
Groves, will again make a tour of
Illinois high schools and will play
host to the second annual Inter
state Intercollegiate Atheltic Con
ference gymnasitcs meet April 16.
·
Eastern finished second behind
Western in the first league meet
held last yea r at Macomb.
Top
members
returning
from last season's squad are
William Hollenbeck, Paul Cox,
/ Lowell Boatz, Dale Downs,
William Jones, Charles Lar
son, Gene
Roberds,
Shirley ·
Unger, iand John Alter.
New
members
who
will
be
counted on heavily during the sea
son, according to Coach Groves,
are Larry Lagow 1 (horizontal bar,
t
umbling ) ,
Bill
free
exercise,
Lathrop (horizontal bar, parallel
b&rs ) , Trilla Schnepper (tumbling,
trampoline, rings ) , and Ron Wal- ·
termath (free exercise, tumbling,
rings ) .
A tentative schedule of exhibi
tions released by C-Oach Groves in
cludes performances at Mattoon
and Neoga, March 1 6 ; Effingham
and Louisville, March 22;
Olney
and Lawrenceville, April 21 ; Dan
ville and Hoopeston,
April
27;
Kankakee and Joliet,
April
28;
and Charleston, May 5.
Members of the squad are
John Alter, Charleston ;
Ed·
ward Berchert,
Oak
Lawn;
Lowell Boatz, Lakewood; Dick
Branch, White Heath ;
Tom
Branch, White Heath ;
Dar
rell Brown, Oakland ; Robert
Clark, Charleston ;
Paul Cox, Charleston;
Robert

Basketball, da�cing
head WAA action
W AA WINTER activities are well
under way with
enthusiastic
grnups attending basketball, vol
leyball, modern dance
and
tap
dancing.
Offered for the first time, tap
dancing is very popular with at
tendances running as high as 55,
according
to
sporthead
Carrie
Garwood.
Modern dancers are meeting in
individual groups t-0 practice for
the annual spring ,dance concert.
Due to the numbers attending
volleyball, the club is divided into
sh. teams. Phyl Parmentier, vol
kyball sportshead, reports that
the round robin tournament was
started last week:
Basketball fans are participat
ing in a round robin tournament
according to Eloise Isley and D.
D. Diefenthaler.
The
following
teams have played :- Sophomore II
defeating
Freshman
I,
45-12;
Sophomore I-Freshman
Il,
9-3 ;
Juniors-Fossilettes, 36-.18 ; Fresh
man I-Freshman II,
18- 1 2 ;
and
Seniors-Sophomore II, 40-37.
Eastern's
W A A
defeated
Wheaton 37-5 and lost t-0 a Nor
mal team 40-22 at a basketball
sportsday at Normal, Saturday,
January 15.
Plans are nearly complete for
the basketball-volleyball
sports
day to be held at Eastern, Satur
day, January 29.

Danley, Lincoln; Dale Downs, At
wood; Wilham HoHenbeck, Mar
shall ; William Jones , Aledo; Larry
Lagow, Mt. Carmel; Charle s Lar
son, Winneba.g o;
William
Lathrop,
Claremont;
Phil
Murphy,
'V andalia;
Gene
Roberds,
Lawrenceville;
Trilla
Schnepper, Olney; Shirley Unger,
Kankakee; Ron Waltermath, Dan
ville; and Louis Walthall, Vermil
hon Gr-0ve.

to a nswe
uous pro
com pie)(
.

News g la n ces spa n
wa r a n d Dior look
b y Harold Snyder
Editor's Note : World at a
Glance is devoted to news
evt:nts througnout the world,
in the hope that Eastern stu
dents may briefly scan a few
of the items that are mraking
today's news and shaping to
morrow's world.
BI G NEWS to any person, group
or nation is that which a!fects
such people directly or which may
indfrectly have a bearing on the
future. As a result, the young Na
tionalist Chinese soldier on For
mosa is undoubtedly looking war
ily at the Communist invasion and
capture of Yikiangshan Island to
the north as the renewal of a bit
ter warfare, which he has come to
kr.ow too well throughout his life.
Costa Rica� are again experi
encing revolution as troubled Cen
tral America continues to remain
a hot spot of unstable policies and
economy. The
government
and
rebel fighting forces, which com
bined would not make a good-sized
police force in a large p. S. city,
have met in little actual combat.
The rebels are aided by a war
surplus F-47 plane which is called
by the United Press the "back
bone of the rebel 'air force'." The
United States has sent four F-51
Mustang fighter planes
to
aid
government forces in their fight
to maintain power.
Back home, President Eisen
hower's 62.4 billion dollar na·
tional budget has been sent to
the 84th Congress for approval.
National
security again
leads the list of expenditures
deemed necess ary with 4 1.5
billion dollars allotted to keep
our military power up. Civil
benefits are expected to get 12
billion dollars, payment of in·
terest will be 6.4 billion dol
lars, and civil operations, 2.3
billion dollars.

EASTERN'S 1 955 gymnastic team forms a human
pyramid on the parallel bars . during last
week's practice. The team is under the tutelage
of Dr. William Groves. Eleven exhibitions plus the
l lAC invitational championships have been sched
uled. Members of the team are: John Alter, Ed
fe>r who couldn't use
a
"happy
medium," but try to find anyone-
from the street corner "female
gazer" to the tired middle-aged
office worker-who would agree
with Dibr's new de-emphasis of
sex appeal.
Many Americans anxiously
await the immediate results of
Communist China's latest iat
tack on Nationalist China to
resist an invasion of Formosa.
This ancient land of turmoil
could suddenly
explode
like
Koreil, with the U. S. pitted
against a much more powerful
and deadly enemy than the
North
Koreans
and
their
Chinese 'volunteers."

·

•

Christian Dior, one of France's
tvp fashion experts, had some ad
vice to give a group of American
wcmen recently in
Paris.
Com
plaining that American women
make themselves "too glacial, too
gla:i:ed, and too sophisticated," he
advocated that they "try to find
a happy medium.
A woman should not look like a
fashion engraving." To that, thE!
male . population may well agree

Launching of the
submarine
N&.utilus, first
atomic
powered
craft of its kind, may mark the
beginning of an era of travel with
vast possibilities in the
future.
Although designed for war, the
Nautilus could be the forerunner
to a new peace-time development
oi atomic power for scientific and
cultural advancements.
News can be both happy and
sad. Take the case
of
William
Margalus, 17, Jones Commercial
high school, Chicago.
He
ended
·ttree years of a happy existence
last Friday by graduation. Mar
gelus· was the only boy in a busi
ness machine class with 50 girls
for the past three years.
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now at

Others are "Education of
American Liberal" by Lucillt
ner, "The Case of Mrs.
hr G. W. Moore, "Geor�
ington Carver" by A. DJ
"The Life and Music of· Bela
tok" by Halsey Stevens, 11
erine of Siena" by Sigrid U
"Age of
Suspicion"
by
Wechsler, and "The Taft
by w. s. White.

DR. W A R R EN C.
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OPTOMETRIST
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700 Jackson Street
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Phone 735
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GIBSON VALENTINE

b.

Military Tradition" by Bruce
ton, "Future Indefinite" by
Cc·ward,

PROFESIONAL CARDS

with a

Sweaters reduced to

$4.00

"Hunted Heretic"
by
R.
H.
Bainton,
"The
Schoolhouse
at
Prairie View" by Pierre Berton,
"Willa Cather, a critical biogra
phy" by E. K. Brown, "Diaries of
Lewis Carroll" by Lewis Carroll,
"U. S. Grant and the American

Charleston National Bank Bldg.

Remember the one you love

Meats - Groceries

Wee

"GREAT
NOVELS
(You
Ma,y
Have Missed" is the new dis
play set up in the vestibule of the
library.
Books of biography recently ad
ded to the library are the following:

DENTIST

ITS VALENTINE TIME

not, why h:
care to c
1 so unlike
, and -yet s
she wasn'
, but to k11

Library display features 'great books'

....

PICK-UP & DELIVERY

7 1 0 Lincoln St.

Berchert, Lowell Boatz:, Richard Branch,
Branch, Darrell Brown, Robert Clark, Paul
Robert Danley, Dale Downs, Bill HoUenbeck,
Jones,· Larry Lagow, Charles Larson, Bill u
Phil Murphy, Gene Roberds, Trilla Schnepper,
ley Unger, Ron Waltermath, and Louis Wal

DR. W. B. TYM

MAR-CHRIS GIFT SHOP
LINCOLN CLEANERS
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·iewing stand . . .

Panthers meet Northern
with Brauer in lineup . . .

u l Gal lico's 'Snowflake' takes
nopic view of world in -novel

( Continued from page

by Donn Kelsey

K. Ludwig was second high for
. the team with 18 markers follow
ed by Brauer with 11, Lloyd Lud
wig hit 7, Kenny had 6, Claussen
got 5, Radloff 4, and Foran and
Hartweger both had 2 to round
out the team's efforts ..

has had to answer them for
is

Paul , Gal

it is a beautiful as well as
one, expressed with dignity,
1tion, and the sure touch of
:r story�teller. He charms
:tructing, spinning out a
Of the utmost simplicity as
.ces· the tangled precepts
orld religion to the life and
of a snowflake.

lr

did
not know
1wflake
where she had come, or
, or where she was going.
..he knew was that a love
•unlight filled and comher existence. He had
1ted her ; that was all that
mattered. Anc;l He loved
she knew that.

it,

Branch,
rk, Paul
ollenbe ck,
1 , Bill Lath•
chne p per,·
� uis Walt'

1ooks'

iucation of
' by Lucille

,f Mrs.
"George W1
>Y A. D.i' S:
1 sic of · Bela

Stevens, '
1y Sigrid U ni
by
ion"
J
T he Taft S

OS

why had He taken such
care to create a thing so I
,, so unlike her brothers and
11 and -yet so very like them ?
she wasn't meant to under
but to know His love was
after leaving the cloud
she had been born with
·thers and sisters she saw
and time came to rest on
of a mountain overlook
tiny, toy-like village. Day
day, and she came to know
life of the village-Herr
111 th e big-nosed school
" the big, brown, sleepy
cow and her whistling red
tiaster, the Church that was
like an onion from which
the lovely music· every
morning,
the laughing
'itUe girl with her yellow
and two
boy-friendslecame Snowflake'.s life.
more snow came and
fbke was pushed and
against the face of
cold dead earth, and she
time to think again all
old questions - where
? where to? and why?
suddenly,
it was spring
was running down the side
1untain, away from the
Id of her village and
Before very long, she met
and they fell in love,
1rried into oneness,
and
family had grown to six.
on they went, leaving the
"'r entering the valleys,

1ne

4)

opened the gap to lead 47-36 at
half. The Panthers stayed even
with the Indiana team the sec
ond half, but the damage had al
ready been done, and the Syca- ·
mores were never seriously threa- .
tened the entire half.

QUESTIONS where does man come from?, where does h e
go?, and why at all? are those which have faced man always,
will continue to face him, and which he has tried in many
to answer. The solutions he has evolved extend from the
uous propositions fo varying schools of philosophy to the
i complexities of a crown of thorns, and in the end each
', Snowfl'Bke
answer.

by Dick Blbler

LITTLI MAN ON CAMPUS

S(;eing whole new worlds of cities,
lights and people.

The Panthers will travel to Be
loit on Saturday night for a non
conference game.

They triumphed over the perils
of the mill-wheel and
the
fire,
then they headed again for the
ocean. Then Raindrop was taken
from her, l\er children,
.as
all
children must, broke their prom
ises and.. they, too, left, and again
she was alone.
·

Barton leaves · .
( Continued from page

1)

newly established position will be
organization · of a
conservation
school to begin operation in June
at the state fairgrounds in Spring
field. The school is a joint venture
of the state colleges and the Uni
versity of Illinois, with a• com
posite staff of eight drawn from
the faculties of these institutions.

In the wide salty ocean it
was worse, with its odd crea
tures, and violent storms, 'Bnd
bigness. And there were still
so many questions yet to be
answered, now with a new
one-Why had
he
forsaken
her? She was very tired and
waited f01
:.. the end. •

Dr. Barton is also expected to
develop a conservation education
program for the public schools of
the state.

One day the sun shone more
b<:ightly than before and she knew
that it was her time to go. Then,
as she left behind the ocean and
was lifted nearer to Him, all the
answers were suddenly there. He
'
had not forgotten at all. He had
sent her and now she was return
ing to Him.

The new office of supervisor of
conservation- education has been
established through the joint ef

books' opening sections he writes
with the light airiness of Snow
flake herself. As she, Raindrop,
and the children meet the corrupt
ing influences of the world, his
style becomes coarse,
ugly,
al
most pained. Then, as Snowflake
fmds realization and is drawn up
ward by the sun, the form becomes
that of a soft, poetic song of joy.

And why ? She had been sent
to work her influence on others,
here to show
someone
hitherto
unseen beauty, there to water a
huddling flower, now to help some
one laugh a little and maybe for
get his troubles, again to help a
miller grind bread for his wife
and children. He certainly had not
forgotten

The
author also
draws his
scenes with care and an eye to
capturing the ess·ence of each
particular action: the lonely little
village, the Church music every
seventh morning, the pictures that
slide past Snowflake as she runs
down the mountain, the fire in
which her family are nearly lost,
the lonely river once they have
gone from her, the strange new
ness of the ocean, and the final
peace of the heavens
when
He
welcomes her home-"Well done,
little Snowflake. Come home to
Me now."

On a wider scale, as I think
Gallico intended his story to
be
considered,
Snowflake's
story is that of each of us ;
each of her life's actions
parallel those in
our
own,
and her finoal conclusions cer·
tainly must be true for us an
The story is, of course, by its
very nature a fantasy, but the
author has the ability to make it
real to us as we look into Snow
flake's life and see our own. His
treatment is
at
once
delicate,
graphic, and persuasive.
In the

>

fi>rts of the state Department of
Conservation, the
state Depart
ment of Agriculture, and the Of
fice of the State Superintendent
cf Schools. Barton will live
in
Springfield, although
the
work
v.rill take him throughout the state.
Barton,
present
According to

plans are to operate the conserva
tion school in Springfield primar
ily for teachers. Students may reg
kter· at any one of the cooperating
institutions,
attend
school
in
Springfield,
and
receive
credit
from the college at which they
register.

,

Stop in and . �ee our

A-1

used cars

McArthur Motor Sales
402 7th

Phone 666

•

DELICIOUS
BAR-B-CUES
AND

CONEY ISLANDS
•

Charleston Federal Savings

'GREEN'S HOME MADE ICE DREAM

· And Loan Association
I

ETRIST

.

- Glasses

.

Training

Home Loans and Savings
'
·

of the Panthers mar
having taken the fatal
four years ago.
the recent
asked about
slump Kerm replied, "I
1e will get started again.
•
streak is just one of
s its hard to put your
OD, but we'll find the right
·-,11 an get going soon."
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Socials

•

•

Dr. Michael g ives
series of prog ra m

• •

Pinning

Marriage

MISS LOIS Highland, freshman
elementary
education
major
:from Skokie, recently became pin
ned to Mr. Ron Claussen, junior
business education major from
Chicago.
Mr. Claussen is a member of
Tau Kappa Epsilon.

MISS FLOELLA Phipps, former
Eastern student, was reaently
married to Mr. Don Yutzy, also
an Eastern Alumnus.
Mrs. Yutzy is teaching in the
e!ementary schools at St. Francis.
Mr. Yutzy is now serving in the
Air Force, and is presently sta
ticmed at Hamilton Air Force base.

Engagement
MISS KAREN O'Th!ll, freshman
math major :from Lovington, re
cently became engaged to Mr.
Virgil Woodard. Mr. Woodard is
proprietor of a service station in
Lovington.

Frat collects 300 dollars ,.,
ALPHA PHI
Omega, National
Service fraternity, will conduct
its annual collection for the March
of Dimes soon. The original dates
of January �O and 28 have been
changed due to conflictions.
At present, there isn't a definite
date set for the collection, how
ever, they will be within the next
month.
An average of 200 to 300 dollars
has been collected and turned over
to the March of Dimes �or the last
three or four years, N eupert said.

Sig Taus entertain
at smoker tc;>night
SIGMA TAU Gamma, national so
cial fraternity, will hold a smok
er at the chapter house tonight
from 7 to 10 p.m.
Sigma Pi smoker was held last'
Monday night at the chapter
house.
Phi Sigma Epsilon social fra
ternity will hold its smoker Mon
day night from 7 to 10 p.m. at
the chapter house.
Tau Kappa Epsilon smoker will
be held from 7 to 10 p.m. Tuesday
at the TKE chapter house.
Final smoker of the quarter is
the Kappa Sigma Kappa smoker
to be held at the chapter house
Thursday, February 2.
Attendance will be honored by
invitation only.
·

DR. ELIZABETH Michael, foreign
language d�partment, presented
la.st Friday the first of a series
of two programs entitled "This Is
Paris."
Next Friday's program will
feature Louis Armstrong, Chris
tian Dior, Maurice Chevalier, and
others presenting the lighter side
of Paris. Last week's program
featured such people as Franklin
and Eleanor Roosevelt, Winston
Churchill, and Edward G. Robin
son. These programs can be heard
over station WLBH at 2 :30 p.m.
On January 27 Eastern will pre
iw.nt an hour long program dedi
cated to the million penny drive.
This program will feature Jack
Mulqueen's ' Marquee and Stage
door'. It will also feature other
student talent. Jack Mulqueen
made his debut at Eastern last
Friday night at the Bowery Ball.
M ary Ellen McNeely assisted him
a s Pandora the clown.

WPE� plans meeting
WPEC MET Wednesday, January
19 in the Women's gym. Pictures
were taken for the Warbler, and,
after a short business meeting the
group participated in square danc
ing. Plans for the February meet
ing include a review of the pos
sibilities in the field of camping.

Film schedule
'.l'oday

8 : 10 a.m. Softball for Girls, A17.
9 : 10 a.m. Life Insurance Occu
pa.tions, H. S. 113.
9 :10 a.m. Shyness, S118.
1 1 : 10 a.m. Playing Together,
A17.
1 1 : 10 a.m. Good Sportsmanship,
A17.
'
2 : 10 p.m. Alexander Culder:
Sclupture and Construction, M9.
3 : 10 p.m. Importance of Goals,
M9.
Thursday

8 :10 a.m. Spermatogenisis in
Grasshopper, S305.
1 0 : 10 a.m. Counter Care, M9.
1 0 : 10 a.m. · On-Handing, M9.
10:10 a.m. Sand and · Flame,
S407.
11 :10 a.m. Accent on Use, A17.
2 : 10 p.m. Credit, Man's Confid
ence in Man, M9.
3 :10 p.m. Sitting Right, A17.
3 : 10 p.m. Improving Your Post
ure, A17.
3 :30 p.m. Posture and Exercif,
A17.
4 : 10 p.m. Sitting Right, A17.
4 :30 p.m. Posture and EJrercise,
A17.
Friday

8 :10, 1 0 : 10, l l : lO a.m. Import
ance of Goals, M9.
9 : 10 a.m. Social Security, H. S.
113.
1 : 1 0, 3 : 10 p.m: A Matter of
Time, Sll8.

Hawaiian creations
arrive for art show
SERIGRAPHS, Hamaiian.
ings, ceramics and na
ches will be on view in the
gallery during February,
Shull, director, has anno
Murray Turnbull, who
of the Hawaiian unive
dr,partment, will have his
featured. The ceramics
Leon F. Moburg of South
the Western Serigraph l
supplier of the prints.
Studies in natural fo
as seashells, rocks and d
will i>e selected from wor
by the Shelbyville Art Le

·

World <
pc

·

·

3 : 10 p.m.
A17.
3 : 10 p.m.
A17.
Monday

1 0 : 10 a.m. Sell as
Like It, M9.
1 : 10 p.m. Human E� '
and Growth, S118.
2 : 1 0 p.m. Enterprise, M9.
3 :10 p.m. Prenatal Care,i
·

.

Tuesdiay

8 :10 a.m., 1 :10 p.m. F
and Fixation, M9.
8 :10 a.m., 1 :10 p.m.
Children, M9.
11 :10 a.m., 3 : 1 0 p.m. B
is Fun, Al7,
1 1 :10 a.m., 3 :10 p.m. B
Fundamentals, Al7.

ose who ha
s in the
: Delta Ze1
Delta Sigi
grna Sigm:
psilon, Al1
In hall, Ve
!lJnion, Per
Tau Gan

White bucks cause boy
to lose 'shine' business
"SHINE," THAT'S the latest at
Lincoln hall. Last Wednesday an
enterprising grade school youth
appeared in the lobby of Lincoln
v.ith an astounding array of shoe
polish in every color imaginable.
He put up a sign, "Shoes polished,
15 cents a pair," and started busi
ness.
He got plenty of trade from the
Lincolnites. The situation had only
one drawback; he had no white
buck polish. Imagine shining shoes
for colle�e students without pro
viding for bucks
Whether the business paid off
is unknown, but it was a . clever ,
idea for a boy with initiative and
muscles.
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attend . ACE meeting

"PREPARATIO N F O R Teaching,''
a film shown to members of
ACE, highlighted their monthly
meeting, 7 p.m., Tuesday, January
1 8 in the Training school library.
In addition, pictures were taken
of the group for publication in
the Warbler, and · refreshments
were served. 70 members attended
·
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